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Measurement of a condition of polarization of optical beams, method Stokes polarimetry, in real time
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Abstract. The technical solution of the method proposed by us relates to the field of optics for the development and creation of the optical devices allowing to measure a condition of polarization of inhomogeneously polarized monochromatic light fields in real time. It can be used and applied in polarimetry to study the structure and properties of substances in the optical industry to improvement the quality and reliability of polarized optical instruments of polarizing optical devices

1. Introduction

In recent years, the technology of “augmented reality” is developing [1, 2], allowing to expand the range of data perceived by a person. Devices and applications modeled on this technology, greatly simplify the process of collecting and processing information. The model proposed by us can be used in the field of optics for the development and creation of optical instruments that allow measuring the state of polarization, using the Stokes polarimetry method [3], inhomogeneously polarized monochromatic light fields, in real time. The drawback of the previously proposed technical solution [4] is the laboriousness of the process of obtaining a polarization distribution, in which the measurement of intensity profiles is carried out in stages, rather than in real time. In practice, this method is not as convenient as the utility model that we proposed.

2. The energy representation of the light signal described by the Stokes parameters

It is known that to define a condition of polarization, the light beam of a completely polarized and partially polarized, it is convenient by means of Stokes parameters. The Stokes parameters can be represented in the form:

- \( S_0 \) - the full capacity of a light signal average on time, power polarized and unpolarized a component.
- \( S_1 \) - the difference between the power of linear horizontal and linear vertical polarization components of the light signal.
- \( S_2 \) - the difference between the power of the linear 45° and linear −45° polarization components of the light signal.
- \( S_3 \) - the difference between the power of the circular right-hand and circular left-handed polarization components of the light signal.

The Stokes parameters describe the light signal in the energy representation, which gives additional convenience in the experimental study - the current of the photodetector is proportional to the power of the received optical radiation. The powers of the polarized and unpolarized light components are, respectively, \( \sqrt{S_1^2 + S_2^2 + S_3^2} \) and \( S_0 = \sqrt{S_0^2 + S_1^2 + S_2^2} \). The degree of polarization \( SOP \) (accepts values from 0 to 1) is the ratio of the power of the polarized part of the radiation to the total radiation power \( SOP = \frac{\sqrt{S_1^2 + S_2^2 + S_3^2}}{S_0} \). Along with \( S_1 \), \( S_2 \), and \( S_3 \) use also the normalized Stokes parameters.
\( s_1 = \frac{S_1}{S_0}, \quad s_2 = \frac{S_2}{S_0} \quad \text{and} \quad s_3 = \frac{S_3}{S_0}. \) For polarized light \( s_1^2 + s_2^2 + s_3^2 = 1. \) Thus, if we introduce a Cartesian coordinate system with the axes \( s_1, s_2 \) and \( s_3, \) then the set of all points corresponding to the polarized light form a sphere of radius 1, which is called the Poincaré sphere, figure 1.

![Poincaré sphere.](image)

The condition of partially polarized light is represented by a vector of length \( SOP \) inside the Poincare sphere. To unpolarized light \( SOP = 0, \) there corresponds the point of the beginning of coordinates.

The Stokes parameters allow to define conditions of polarization is non-uniform the polarized monochromatic light beam.

3. The model of the real-time differential polarimeter

   The basis of our model is the task: to create the differential polarimeter allowing to define and investigate distribution of polarization it is non-uniform the polarized monochromatic light fields in real time.

   The object is achieved in that the device for determining and investigating the polarization distribution, figure 2, comprising a \( He-Ne \) laser, quarter wave plates and polarizers arranged perpendicularly to the radiation propagation path, the recording device is a CCD camera, contains a compensator configured as a diffraction grating arranged in parallel quarter wave plates and polarizers and perpendicular to the optical axis of the monochromatic light beam.

![Experimental setup differential real-time polarimeter.](image)
The device comprises, figure 2, a helium-neon laser (1), in the radiation path of which a compensator made in the form of a diffraction grating (2) is located, quarter wave plates (3), (4), polarizers (5), (6), (7), (8) located perpendicular to the optical axis of the beam, the recording device is a CCD camera (9). Diffraction grating, quarter wave plates, polarizers and camera are arranged parallel to each other.

To determine the polarization by the Stokes polarimetry method, six patterns of beam intensity distribution are measured in real time: two of which are linearly polarized along the axes $x$ ($I_x$) and $y$ ($I_y$), two are circularly polarized - right ($I_r$) and left ($I_l$) and two with mixed polarizations, at an angle $45^\circ$ for ($I_{45}$) and $-45^\circ$ for ($I_{-45}$) axis $x$. Further, the light beam is recorded by the CCD camera, the image is transmitted to a personal computer. This device makes it possible to determine and investigate the polarization distribution of inhomogeneously polarized monochromatic light fields, in real time.
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The study of compacted singular beam transmitted in few-mode fiber
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Abstract. Currently popular and relevant challenge is the need to increase the capacity of existing fiber-optical communication lines. For solution of this problem proposed to use optical vortices, rather than the standard Gaussian beams. Due to its properties of optical vortices significantly increase the number of channels in the fiber, since the propagation in the fiber from the spin-orbit interaction, have a different propagation constant. The proposed method allows to increase the number of channels for information transmission in the fiber. It was found that in the radiation field, at the exit from the optical fiber, there are C-points, each of which corresponds to the polarization of the beams at the input. The topological index of the C-points corresponds to the charge of the original beams.

1. Introduction

Currently, the volume of data traffic through the Internet reaches its limits, due to fiber optic nonlinear effects. One of the urgent tasks is to increase the capacity of existing fiber-optic communication lines. One of the ways is the application of technologies for multiplexing and demultiplexing signals. Earlier, in this method, Gaussian beams were used to modernize the system. We used Laguerre-Gauss beams, also called optical vortices, which, due to their properties, significantly increase the number of channels in the fiber. The transmission of information in a fiber with the help of such beams is one of the most promising technologies for increasing the data transmission speed. It is known that the radiation field of a few-mode optical fiber typically contains the points of singularity, the position of which depends on the excitation conditions, external disturbances and the orientation of the polarizer. The only way to analyze processes in the fiber is the study of the radiation field of this fiber.

The aim of this work is to investigate experimentally the possibility of multiplexing and complex signal carrying optical vortices in few-mode optical fiber.

In this paper, the formation of an optical vortex was used a dielectric wedge. The process of the birth of an optical vortex is quite simple. This requires that the usual Gaussian beam falling on the surface of the transparent dielectric wedge so that one half passes through free space and the other through the wedge.

2. Model and results

The principle of the study is as follows (figure 1): after the division of the linearly polarized signal into two, having different state of polarization and a different sign of the topological charge, to multiplex the signal. And the output fiber, analyzing the superposition of the beams on the composition of the mod, we can distinguish the input signal. The difference beams in orbital angular moments is carried out interferometric methods. The difference beams as fields possible in the measurement of polarization States using a polarizing filter. In the fiber due to spin - orbit interaction angular momentum beams, the state of the topological charges of optical vortices and polarization state of the beams that are mixed. To determine the main polarization processes occurring in the fiber, we used a differential Stokes - polarimeter that allows measurement of the distribution division of the state of polarization of the radiation in each pixel of the image and output the corresponding map on the computer display.
Figure 1. The spin transformation $s=\pm 1$ is realized with a quarter-wave plate.

For the study of process of multiplexing the signal in the fiber were collected, the experimental setup is depicted in figure 2.

Figure 2. Schematic of the experimental setup: (Ls) Laser, (P) polarizer, ($\lambda/4$) quarter-wave plate, (Bs) beam splitter, (L) lens, (M) mirror, (C) dielectric wedge, (Fmf) few-mode fiber ($V = 3.4$), (CCD) camera.

A linearly polarized beam of He-Ne (Ls1) laser with a wavelength $\lambda = 0.6328\text{mkm}$, passing through the dividing cube (Bs1), is divided into two beams. Each of the beams of Gauss passes through the dielectric wedge (C1 and C2) and is diffracted, giving rise to optical vortices. Data generation method of an optical vortex was used in connection with the ease of implementation and great energy efficiency, which is important for excitation of optical fibers. Next to get a non-uniformly polarised radiation beam both pass through the polarizers (P1 and P2) and a composite phase plate ($\lambda/4$), configured so that when passing the plate radiation acquired circular polarisation of opposite signs. Then bring the two beam dividing cube polarizing filter (Bs2), thus multiplexing bundles in few-mode fiber. After passing through the fiber is measured the polarization States of the data beams by the method of Stokes-polarimetry. Results captures CCD camera. The data from the camera arrived on the monitor and on the computer where recorded and processed on a program of Differential polarimeter.

Figure 3 shows the intensity of the first and second beam separately, and the total intensity of the two orthogonal beams. In accordance with the classification of the Nai in our case, they correspond to singularities of the type "star" and "lemon". Knowing the polarization pattern after the fibre, we can analyze the modal structure of the radiation field and the composition of the input signal in the fiber.
Figure 3. a) Map of the polarization states of beams having orthogonal polarization; b, c) The intensity distribution of the first, second beam; d) Distribution of the intensity of the total beam;

Thus, knowing the polarization pattern after the fiber, we can analyze the mode composition of the radiation field and the signal composition at the input to the fiber.

3. Conclusion

The proposed method allows to increase the capacity of existing fiber-optic communication lines. In the course of the work, the process of multiplexing Laguerre-Gauss beams into an optical low-mode fiber, produced by beams with different topological charges and different polarizations, was experimentally investigated. It is found that in the radiation field, at the exit from the few-mode optical fiber, there are C-points, each of which corresponds to the polarization of the beams at the input. The topological index of the C-points corresponds to the charge of the original beams.
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Simultaneous assessment of blood flow rhythmic oscillation by using of laser Doppler flowmetry and videocapillaroscopy methods
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Videocapillaroscopy is well-known method for evaluation of microvascular abnormalities such as Raynaud phenomenon and system sclerosis. This method is based on registration of frames series representing capillary blood flow and capillary forms. Other method that widely used for blood flow analysis is Laser Doppler Flowmetry (LDF). The main phenomenon in this technique is registration of laser radiation back-scattered from moving red blood cells. Recorded and digitized photocurrent is processed and after necessary computing operations we received index of microcirculation (Im.) This parameter is proportional to red blood cells velocity and concentration in diagnostic volume (1-3 mm³).

As index of microcirculation depends from blood dynamic in microvasculature, the graph of Im contains biological rhythms (endothelial, neurogenic, myogenic, breath, heart). A special interest for diagnostics can be the wavelet analysis of these oscillations during functional tests (occlusion, temperature, etc). The significant changes in the registered spectra usually can be associated with microcirculation insufficiency occurring with various rheumatic and endocrine syndromes.

Today, there are many doubts that LDF method can provide diagnostic information about blood flow oscillations and rhythms. In this research, we performed an objective comparison between the integral evaluation of blood flow by LDF and the single-capillary estimation by VCS.

The possibility to calculate the blood flow velocity in a single capillary was realised by the video capillaroscopic method. The in-house custom build setup consists of optical subsystem, high-speed IDS UI3060-CP camera and side illumination subsystem. In the system, the registered sequences of frames with a frame rate of 200 fps are processing by the novel dedicated algorithm.

A custom developed laser Doppler measuring channel supplemented by the dedicated software was used for the registration of perfusion. The signal processing model was implemented in the NI LabVIEW environment to calculate the index of microcirculation. The NI USB 6211 data acquisition board was used to digitise the received signal. Morlet wavelet transformation is used to calculate the spectra of registered signals.

A series of parallel 10-minute experimental records of the microcirculation index and videocapillaroscopic measurements were conducted.

The proposed approach demonstrated the essential correlation between spectra oscillations in the isolated capillary and the integral estimation of the microcirculation index by the laser Doppler flowmetry method. This result demonstrates the deep connection of the LDF signal with objective physical characteristics of the skin blood microflow.
Design and implementation of wavefront aberration correction by liquid crystal spatial light modulator
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In view of the aberration of optical system, a wave aberration correction based on liquid crystal spatial light modulator is proposed. As to approximate infinity imaging, digital wave-front phase-shifting interferometer is used for accurately measuring the wave-front of an optical system, thus obtaining the wave-front data matrix; as to finite focus distance, using Zemax simulation to obtain wave-front data matrix. In Matlab, use the data matrix to compile aberration fitting program and create corresponding 8-bit conjugate gray-scale image in BMP format. According to the phase modulation principle of liquid crystal spatial light modulator, load conjugate gray-scale image and wave-front distortion image of the modulator on the silicon based LCD panel, Imaging resolution is 1348LW/PH and above does not load the gray-scale is 337.8LW/PH. The test shows that: Imaging quality of photographic systems can be notably enhanced by loading conjugate gray-scale images of wave-front data.
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Influence of silicon resonant particles on the surface plasmon-polaritons excitation efficiency
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Abstract. It is believed that optoelectronic processors will allow to operate large data streams without increasing power consumption, one of the possible ways of making such processors is based on developing the plasmonic nanoantennas excited by a tunnel current (1). Plasmonic nanoantennas excited by a tunnel current can be used to efficiently excite surface electromagnetic waves. However, dielectric nanoantennas have a magneto-dipole resonance in contrast to the plasmonic nanoantennas, since scattering electromagnetic waves by free charge carriers in plasmonic antennas and thus absorbing them (2). Using the silicon submicron particles having electric and magnetic dipole resonance effectively controlling the radiation is possible (3). In this paper numerical simulation of the plasmon propagation efficiency over a metal surface from a point dipole source with using a silicon particles will be presented. The results can later be used to develop optoelectronic processors.

1. Introduction
   It is known that processors based on integrated microcircuits gradually reach the limit of their performance. Companies that manufacture processors for computing machines conduct research and develop methods for integrating optoelectronic data transmission systems inside processors (4). Such processors will allow processing large data streams without increasing power consumption.

   To create optoelectronic processors it is necessary to develop a highly efficient radiation source compatible with silicon technologies. The source can be represented as radiation from inelastically scattered electrons in the tunnel gap. Such a gap can be created in the laboratory between the STM probe and the particle on the substrate. At the same time, the process of converting the electromagnetic wave of a source into a surface plasmon is of interest. This system will be investigated in this work. The process of formatting the surface plasmon can be made more efficient by using dielectric nanoantennas.

   To study the process of radiation capture in a surface plasmon it is necessary to study the interaction of radiation from a point source with silicon resonating particles on a metallic waveguide. In this paper numerical simulation of the plasmon propagation efficiency over a metal surface from a point dipole source using silicon submicron particles as an element that enhances the intermode transformation of radiation will be presented.

2. The modelling
   In numerical simulation the radiation source is represented as a point dipole. The source acts on a silicon nanoparticle in the form of a sphere with a diameter of 50-300 nm which is located on a gold substrate. We analyze the result of acting the source on a particle at which arise a plasmon-polariton propagates along a metal waveguide. In this paper the dependence of the conversion efficiency of the
electromagnetic wave of the source to the plasmon-polariton mode on the nanoparticle diameter will be presented.

3. Conclusion

As a result of the work done a numerical model of the source of the optoelectronic device was constructed. It is shown that the efficiency of converting the electromagnetic energy of a source into a surface plasmon-polariton depends on the diameter of the nanosphere. In the following we will consider the effect of the tip of the tunnelling microscope on the excitation efficiency of the SPP.
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An optimized design of miniaturized terahertz time-domain spectrometer
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A miniaturized terahertz time-domain spectrometer is designed and optimized. The titanium sapphire laser is adopted as the laser source, and the terahertz pulses are generated through the gallium arsenide photoconductive antenna and detected with zinc telluride crystals. Specially, by using the internal focusing microscope, the generation and detection optical beam path is precisely aligned and the precision is largely improved. Compared to the design of the traditional terahertz time-domain spectroscopy system, the instrument volume is reduced and the adjustment difficulty is reduced. The volume of the spectrometer changed from the previous 640mmX460mmX386mm to the improved 470mmX280mmX150mm. Finally, the prototype is tested. The results show that the spectral range is 0.1~4THZ, the scanning range is more than 150mm, and the corresponding spectral resolution is less than 5GHz.
Modeling of self-consistent modes in optical fibers with V=3.8
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Abstract. The results of modeling the intensity and polarization distribution of both its own and the combination mode of the composition of the isotropic fiber with a gradient a refractive index profile having a waveguide parameter V=3.8.

1. Introduction
The main problem of the current fiber-optic communication is low bandwidth. To increase the number of channels in the fiber, the authors [1] used a singular beams. Such beams possess an additional third degree of freedom to increase the number of channels in fiber - orbital angular momentum [2], which does not depend on the polarization state and the wavelength of the radiation beam. To summarize and transmit information along the fiber using singular beam, it is necessary that the waveguide fiber were greater than 2.4. Based on the solutions of the characteristic equation, when a waveguide parameter V=3.8 implemented 12 mod that can carry the singularity. Therefore, the aim of this work was to simulate the self-field vector distribution and polarized low-mode optical fiber with V=3.8, and combinations thereof.

2. The construction of intensity and vector distribution of the polarization field of the fiber.
Consider the theoretical description of the construction of (a) intensity and (b) polarization patterns for fashion $L_{11}$.
(a) The field $L_{11}$ is of mode combination is obtained by adding $HE_{21}$ and $TM_{01}$ or $TE_{01}$ mod. Even the x-polarized input $L_{11}$ fashion has the following form:

\[
E_x = F_i(R) \cos \varphi \cos(\delta \beta_{21} z) \exp(i \tilde{\beta} z) \quad E_y = i F_i(R) \sin \varphi \sin(\delta \beta_{21} z) \exp(i \tilde{\beta} z)
\]

where $\delta \beta_{21}$ is half-difference propagation constants $HE_{21}$ and $TM_{01}$, $\tilde{\beta}$-sum propagation constants $HE_{21}$ and $TM_{01}$ mod, to simplify the description of the radial functions used the approximation of a parabolic refractive index profile, then

\[
F_i(R) = R^l \exp\left(-\frac{VR^2}{2}\right)
\]

where $R = r / \rho$, $\tilde{\beta} = k_n \left\{1 - \frac{4\Delta}{V}(2 + l - 1)\right\}$, $m=1, l=1$

The intensity distribution in the case of a vector field is equal to zero Stokes parameters: $I \equiv S_0 = |E_x|^2 + |E_y|^2$. Since the basic object-oriented programming languages there is no complete support for complex numbers, the field is conveniently split into real and imaginary parts. For the field $L_{11}$ of fashion:
\[ E_{xr} = F_1(R) \cos \phi \cos(\delta \beta_2 z), \quad E_{yr} = 0, \]
\[ E_{xi} = 0, \quad E_{yi} = F_1(R) \sin \phi \sin(\delta \beta_2 z). \]

Then the intensity can be represented as:
\[ I = S_0 = \left| E_x \right|^2 + \left| E_y \right|^2 = E_{xr}^2 + E_{xi}^2 + E_{yr}^2 + E_{yi}^2. \]

(b) According to formula (1), the \( LP_{11} \) mode combination at each point of cross-section in the fiber is fully polarized. In the General case of an arbitrary point in the fiber has an elliptical polarization. As is known, the polarization is characterized by the following parameters: the intensity \( I \), degree of ellipticity of \( Q \) and the tilt angle \( \psi \), the greater semi-axis to the \( x \) axis of the laboratory coordinate system. The degree of ellipticity is defined as \( Q = \pm \frac{b}{a} \), where the sign "+" is taken if the electric vector rotates clockwise in the plane of observation (light got). These parameters are uniquely determined by the Stokes parameters
\[ I = S_0, \]
\[ \psi = \frac{1}{2} \arctan \left( \frac{S_2}{S_1} \right), \]
\[ Q = \tan \left( \frac{1}{2} \arcsin \left( \frac{S_1}{S_0} \right) \right) \]

where:
\[ S_0 = \left| E_x \right|^2 + \left| E_y \right|^2 = E_{xr}^2 + E_{xi}^2 + E_{yr}^2 + E_{yi}^2, \]
\[ S_1 = \left| E_x \right|^2 - \left| E_y \right|^2 = E_{xr}^2 + E_{xi}^2 - E_{yr}^2 - E_{yi}^2, \]
\[ S_2 = E_x^* E_y + E_x E_y^* = 2(E_{xr} E_{yr} + E_{xi} E_{yi}), \]
\[ S_3 = i(E_x^* E_y - E_x E_y^*) = 2(E_{xr} E_{yi} - E_{xi} E_{yr}). \]
Figure 1. The distribution of polarization $LP_{11}$ fashion, at $\lambda=650$ nm., $r=3.5$ $\mu$m., $z=0$ cm (a), 45 cm (b), 90 cm (c), 135 cm (d).

![Distribution of polarization](image1.png)

Figure 2. Own fashion fiber with $V=3.8$ at $\lambda=650$ nm., $r_1=5$ $\mu$m., $r_2=3.5$ $\mu$m., $z=0$ cm.

![Own fashion fiber](image2.png)

3. Conclusion

In the result, a program was written for simulating basic fashion as well as all possible combinations of the mode composition of propagating in an isotropic fiber with a gradient index profile having a waveguide parameter $V=3.8$. The program allows you to build a distribution of polarization, the ellipticity and azimuth for the complex modal combinations.
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In this paper, an optical time division multiplexing communication (OTDM) scheme which is based on a pulsed light source with supercontinuum is proposed. A pulse with narrower pulse width can be formed when laser pulse pumped into high non-linear fiber (HNLF) because of non-linear effect. We initially set up a communication link with a bit rate of 200Mbit/s while the pulse width is compressed more than 60%. Owing to the extensive spectrum bandwidth of free space optical communication, this scheme can become a new idea to increase the speed rate of free space optical communication.
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Generation of microwave vortex field
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Abstract. In this paper a method for the formation of microwave vortex field is proposed. A numerical simulation based on the finite element method is conducted. The conducted research confirms the possibility of the formation of a vortex field microwave near the open end of the circular waveguide. The calculations yielded a picture of the field distribution in the near and far zones.

1. Introduction

The vortex of space-time structure is typical for many physical processes. At the present time the attention of researchers working in the field of laser physics and coherent optics, attracted to field of light with helical perturbations of the wave front. Such perturbations are responsible for the propagation of a vortex of light energy – optical vortices. These physical phenomena are successfully used for the manipulation of micro-and nano-objects, the implementation of long-distance communications, sensing of the atmosphere and objects [1, 2]. Microwave electromagnetic waves are very similar to the light. It may be characterized by the Pointing vector and angular momentum.

There are a number of articles that tell about the successful formation of the vortex field microwave [3, 4]. So one of them used a spiral antenna, which allows to provide the necessary deformation of the wavefront. However, a disadvantage of this method is the inability to obtain significant power of the vortex field. It seems reasonable to propose a method for the generation of microwave vortex field.

The purpose of this paper is the analysis and numerical simulation of the formation of microwave vortex field near open end of the circular waveguide.

2. Theoretical part and simulation results

2.1. Theoretical data

In the microwave technique is widely used circular waveguide. The most interesting from a physical point of view, in terms of the application for the formation of optical vortices is type H01 of magnetic wave. The main advantage of it is the low ohmic losses, due to only radial currents in the waveguide [5]. However, there are certain difficulties in excitation and isolation of this wave type in the waveguide. Electric power lines H01 wave in a circular waveguide are a closed circle. Open end of the circular waveguide with this type of wave radiates into free space is the simplest antenna. Obviously, this method is not without drawbacks. However, at this stage analyze the possibility of formation of the vortex field, using a circular waveguide.

Building a model based on the general theory of the electromagnetic field and the apparatus of mathematical physics, in particular, the finite element method. In this case, the model space is divided into tetrahedra, values of the electric and magnetic fields are calculated at the vertices [6]. To establish
the existence of microwave vortex field is convenient to use directional patterns. They allow to get a complete picture of the field distribution in space.

The numerical modeling of radiation from a circular waveguide with a radius of 19.3 mm at 10 GHz, allowed to build the following directional patterns in the near field zone (20 mm) and far field zone (at infinity) (fig. 1).

As can be seen from the graphs (fig. 1), the radiation of wave type H01 from the open end of circular waveguide is not a vortex. Heterogeneity is required to produce the phase shift. Heterogeneity may be a dielectric with the relative permittivity $\varepsilon > 1$. Empirically, the following structure as a half of a truncated cone with $\varepsilon = 5.5$ was chosen (fig. 2). It allows optimal align the wave impedance of the waveguide and free space.
This heterogeneity makes it possible to shift the phase of the electric field vector, and introduce some screw dislocation in the field. Numerical simulation of circular waveguide with a radius of 19.3 mm and a half of a truncated cone with \( \varepsilon = 5.5 \) at the end of the frequency of 10 GHz, allowed to build the following pattern in the near field zone (20 mm) and far field zone (at infinity) (fig. 3).

As can be seen from the diagrams (fig. 3), this structure can form a vortex field in the far zone. Directional pattern (fig. 3, b) is a spiral, which confirms the presence of a vortex field. Phase of the electric field changes not only in the time, but also in space.

3. Results and Discussion

The numerical simulation confirms the possibility of the formation of microwave vortex field near open end of the circular waveguide. The calculations allowed to establish a field distribution in the near and far zones.
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Abstract. Practical application of optical vortex in a method of three-dimensional profilometry with nanoscale resolution was considered. It was shown that phase analysis of coherent light beam carrying axial optical vortex allow to retrieve information about sample surface relief. High spatial resolution caused by vortex helical phase sensitivity to disturbances in wave front after reflection or spreading through studying sample, which can be optically transparent or have a reflecting surface. This method applicable for non-destructive testing of live cells and biological tissues in real-time regime with exceeding optical diffraction limit. Computer processing of vortex interferograms allow to achieve a vertical resolution down to 1.75 nm. Specially designed optical scheme reduces an environment influence, in particular, vibration, misalignment of test sample and its local anisotropy and provides the possibility of investigating surfaces of large linear dimensions. The prospective tasks of automated systems creation for monitoring of surface quality were proposed, in particular those that will could be developed with methods based on singular optics and phase singularities.

1. Introduction

The unique properties of optics of singular beams that are able to transform a Gaussian beam into a vortex one, control and observe its parameters find a use in different devices for trapping, transportation, and angular orientation of microparticles [1]. Last significant research effort has been invested in its physical implications and possible applications of vortex beams, especially in microscopy, profilometry and digital imaging. There are a great number of articles devoted to the problem of a beam reflecting or transmitting through the observable sample in both coherent and non-coherent light [2] for non-contact metrology of nanostructures. Such techniques can be used for controlling of surface profile in various fields of technology, in the debugging of technological processes and in express testing of the final product and in scientific research [3].

In the present research we focus our attention on the interferometric analysis of phase evolution of light beam carrying optical vortex and its application to profilometry. This technique is able to perform measurements of thickness and surface topology without direct contact with an object in non-destructive way with high accuracy. A well-known practical application of optical vortex in the vortex scanning optical imaging allows to study, for example, the surface geometry and optical density of the sample by analysis of phase singularity’s distortion. Also, it was shown that vortex phase analysis carrier information about topology of surface, and depends of the features of incident beam and different aperture of optical systems [4]. In manuscripts [5, 6] authors developed a new solution called Optical Vortex Scanning microscope where the sample is scanned by moving vortex lens producing a vortex movement inside the beam by characteristic way. This study demonstrates the response of the optical vortex imbedded in focused Gaussian beam to the phase steps inside the object arm of interferometer. Scanning of sample enables to plot a vortex trajectory, which has a different inclination angles to the direction of vortex lens movement and depends on thickness of the probe. Further research of Optical Vortex Scanning Microscope conducted with developing of analytical models and phase retrieval algorithms [7]. The last investigation [8] describe both theoretical and experimental results of imaging
system using movable optical vortex, where the image of the probe was combined with the structure of the vortex beam.

Nevertheless, the phase distribution after the object may recovered with quite good accuracy, thus the model of the Optical Vortex Scanning Microscope opens new possibilities for the development of reconstruction procedures and for optical system optimization.

The main difficulties of methods, which uses an interferometry and coherent light sources, are very high sensitivity to vibration and axial alignment as well as speckle noise.

In this paper we consider analytically and experimentally optical scheme of three-dimensional optical profilometer with nanoscale resolution using the monochromatic linearly polarized along x-axis beam carrying single-charged optical vortex with the wavelength $\lambda$ and transmitting through the isotropic glass plate with complex surface relief, which provokes additional phase transformations. By analysing of captured interference patterns in form of fringes and spiral line, we can extract an information about surface topology or sample thickness.

2. Optical vortex profilometry: the methodology

Let us consider the propagation of the paraxial beam along the $z$-axis. The transverse $E_x$ component have a wavenumber $k_x = nk_o$, where $k_o$ is a wavenumber in a free space and $n = \sqrt{\epsilon}$ – refractivity index of a test sample. In the paraxial approximation, we can treat the linearly polarised component as $E = E_i(x, y, z) \exp(-ik_z z)$. Then, the paraxial equations for the complex amplitude $\tilde{E}_x$ can be represented in the form [29]:

$$d_x^2 \tilde{E}_x + d_y^2 \tilde{E}_x - 2ik_x d_z \tilde{E}_x = 0$$

A particular solution to the paraxial wave equation (1) for the vortex beam we can write in the reference frame $x, y, z$ of the sample:

$$\tilde{E}_x = \left(\frac{x - i\xi y}{w_o \sigma_o}\right) \times \exp\left[\frac{-\left(x^2 + y^2\right)}{w_o^2 \sigma_o}\right] / \sigma_o$$

(2)

where: $\sigma_o = \frac{1 - iz_o}{z_o}$, $z_o = \frac{nk w_o^2}{2}$, $w_o$ – is the radius of the beam waist at the sample plane ($z = 0$), $\xi = \pm 1$ – is the vortex topological charge. The vortex state is described by the equation $\text{Re} \tilde{E}_x(x, y, z) = \text{Im} \tilde{E}_x(x, y, z) = 0$. In such wise, the main parameters used in optical profilometer are: $w_o$ – waist radius, $\Delta z$ – geometrical path difference and $\Delta \varphi$ – phase difference caused by various thickness of explored sample and $n$ – refractivity index for transparent materials.

The phase of singular beam is extremely sensitive to any changes in material parameters and surface relief, such as thickness, local protrusions and dents, as well as refractivity index of chosen substance. Therefore, this phenomenon can be exploited for metrology purposes with high resolution and allow to study different physical processes at the nanoscale.

The interference of singular beam in axial (a) and tilted beams (b) and its phase pattern (c) are shown in figure 1. The typical “fork” which is formed in tilted interfering beams depicts a vortex position on the one hand, while the phase pattern has a helical form on the other hand and can be extracted from interference fringes by method, used in research [4].
Figure 1. Calculated interference pattern of singular beam in axial (a) and tilted beams (b) and its phase pattern (c) with topological charge $\xi = +1$. Beam parameters are next: $\omega_0 = 70 \, \mu m$, $n_z = 1.54$, $z = 20 \, mm$, $\lambda = 632.8 \, nm$.

As we can note from the figure 1, phase patterns of helical shape may show a rotation caused by optical path difference. Observable rotation is quite enough to distinguish step of 5 nm. Depicted pairs of interference and phase pictures illustrate the possibility to process not only clear phase of singular beam, but also directly the spiral produced by interference of singular and Gaussian beams after some adjustment of contrast and brightness. This method is applicable for fast and rough analysis of sample’s shape.

3. Conclusion

In the present research we have theoretically and experimentally considered evaluation of singular beam’s phase sensitivity and have shown that the distinguishable spiral phase rotation occurs at the isotropic plate thicknesses equals to $\lambda/120$, where $\lambda$ – is a wavelength. Proposed technique may be applied to profilometry of optically transparent and reflecting surfaces with exceeding optical diffraction limit. Moreover, this method is applicable for non-destructive testing of live cells and biological tissues in real-time regime. Automatic processing of vortex spiral interferograms in conjunction with focusing unit will allow to achieve theoretically calculated limit of vertical resolution down to 1.75 nm for visible light and longitudinal resolution down to 7 nm. Another achievable technical result is the possibility to observe surfaces of substantially larger dimensions than other known profilometers allow, since the size of the surface under investigation is limited only by a specific implementation of the conjugation block used. This allows us to use the developed optical profilometer for non-contact measurements and metrological testing directly in industrial conditions.
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Holographic formation and properties of hybrid surface-relief/volume periodic structures
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Currently a large number of works have been devoted to the processes of forming three-dimensional structures and elements on their basis by various methods and in various materials. In this paper, the holographic process of forming three-dimensional structures based on photopolymeric materials is considered. In the literature, processes are mainly considered for the formation of three-dimensional structures with the refractive index modulation as a result of photo-initiated mass transfer in the interference field or processes of relief structures formation.

The objective of this work is to study the formation processes and properties of hybrid periodic structures. A hybrid periodic structure is a structure consisting of a volume grating with a modulation of the refractive index and a relief grating. The formation processes and properties of these structures have not been studied practically. The structures were formed by the holographic co-beams recording in photopolymerizable acrylate compositions.

Volume structures with modulation of the refractive index were formed between two surfaces. Hybrid structures were formed by removing the cover plating after exposure, as well as subsequent washing out of the unpolymerized material. On the basis of the dependence of the diffraction efficiency on the recording frequency and layer thickness the optimal conditions for the formation of volume structures with modulation of the refractive index were defined.

Further, on the basis of the investigation of the dependence of the diffraction efficiency of the hybrid structures on the exposure parameters, the conditions for the formation of surface gratings with the greatest depth of the relief are determined.

The contribution of the relief gratings to the diffraction properties of hybrid structures is determined. The selective properties of hybrid structures were studied. It was shown that the formation of a relief grating on the surface of volume grating leads to a change in the selective properties of the structures - an significant broadening of the angular selectivity contour with maintaining high diffraction efficiency over a wide range of angles of incidence.

For the first time, structures were obtained that combine the properties of volume and relief gratings with high characteristics that require for the practical problems. Possible applications of hybrid structures for the fabrication of protective elements and elements of solar concentrators are proposed.
Assessment of the influence of different concentrations of zinc on the brain biochemical processes in rat model
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Being necessary for protein synthesis, zinc acts like a regulator, steering many important processes in enzyme systems in the right direction. Zinc compounds play important role in the controlling of muscle contractility, the insulin formation as well as in maintaining blood homeostasis and acid-base balance in the body. However, the zinc surplus has many pathological effects for organism.

Modern optical technologies show considerable advantages in application for drug discovery in small laboratory animals during efficiency and toxicity trials. In this study, using the fibre-optic probe, the fluorescence of the anterior brain regions was evaluated and analysed in a Wistar rat model. The probe made it possible to simultaneously record both fluorescence intensity and blood content parameters of the studied tissue site. To modulate the metabolic activity of brain tissues, Zn compound solution (in the form of zinc sulphate) of four different concentrations were administrated to the animals from treatment groups for 1 month in drinking water. After that, the fluorescence signals were measured on the brain cortex surface. Excitation at wavelengths of 365 nm, 450 nm, 532 nm and 637 nm was used to record the fluorescence signals. The processing of the obtained experimental spectra made it possible to reveal a direct relationship between the fluorescence intensity in the spectral region of NADH emission and the concentration of the orally administrated zinc. Optical measurements in vivo were supplemented by histochemical measurements of zinc ions in brain sections both in the treatment and control groups. The obtained results are in agreement with the statement that high concentrations of zinc ions are capable of inhibiting the mitochondrial complexes I, II and IV. The effect leads to inhibited cellular respiration in the cells of the nervous tissue.

It is well known that the activity of cortical neurons depends on the oxygen consumption in this cells. The dose dependent effect evaluation showed that the highest Zn concentration in drunked water caused intensity of the cell respiration. As a result in according with open field test the motor activity of the laboratory rats increased when low dose of Zn solution was added to water. Thus the concentration of Zn in water solution increased from 0.25 to 0.5 and then to 0.75 mg per animal it was noticed also the paradox effect that behavior of rats changed from aggressive (in low dose) to calm (in high dose). This may be explained as an effect of strong mitochondrial disfunction and pathological changes in the brain regions.
Demonstration of free space optical transmission in weak turbulence based on partially coherent sources in a novel method
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We design an experimental structure of free space optical transmission based on supercontinuum as a carrier. Based on properties for partially coherence of supercontinuum, we modulate and demodulate the partially coherent beams by the method of OOK in a turbulent channel and also measure the eye-diagrams, minimum sensitivity of 1Gbit/s, bit error rate (BER) and scintillations of coherent beams and partially coherent beams as a carrier respectively. By comparing the experimental results, it is obviously shown that lower minimum sensitivity which reaches -10dBm and lower intensity of scintillations can be obtained by means of free space optical transmission based on supercontinuum as a carrier. We experimentally demonstrate that it is feasible to construct a 1km link of free space optical transmission based on supercontinuum as a carrier.
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Study on Frequency Domain Characteristics Measurement of Pulse Signal in Atmosphere Laser Communication
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Atmospheric turbulence and Communication system device have great influence on the performance of the atmospheric laser communication system reducing the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and increasing the bit error rate (BER). In this paper, a spectral analyzing method is used to analyze the influence of atmospheric turbulence and operating noise and response characteristics of laser and detector on the signal. An experiment of laser beam propagation characteristic is carried out on a 6 km horizontal atmospheric link, and analysis the influence of atmospheric turbulence on the power spectral density of the rectangular pulse signal in different frequency ranges; optical path transmission experiment indoor, the influence of the operating noise and response characteristics of the laser and photodetector on the power spectral density of the rectangular pulse signal is analyzed. It is shown that: as the attenuation of atmospheric turbulence, when the rectangular pulse signal is transmitted through the atmospheric channel, the rectangular pulse power of the receiver is reduced in the whole frequency range; In the low frequency range, as the frequency of the signal in the frequency range of atmospheric turbulence (tens to hundreds of Hz the power of the rectangular pulse signal in the receiver is reduced, however, due to the presence of communication system noise, the power of the rectangular pulse signal increases slightly in the frequency range of a few tens of Hz; In the 10⁶ Hz frequency range, as the influence of the operating noise and response characteristics of the laser and photodetector, the power of the rectangular pulse signal is increased obviously, and form a “bulge”; the noise power increases in the high frequency range (10⁸~10⁹ Hz).
A novel continuous-terahertz-wave molecular imaging method for biomedical applications
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Recently, terahertz (THz) imaging has been widely applied to distinguish lesions from normal tissues because THz radiation is non-ionizing and sensitive to water and to the motion of biological macro-molecules [1]. Furthermore, to improve image contrast between diseased and normal tissues, nanoparticle-enhanced THz molecular imaging techniques have been proposed and applied to cancer diagnosis and drug delivery detection [2-5]. Various nanoparticles, such as gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) or superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIOs), were adopted as imaging probes. The main reason for signal amplification is that the power absorption and refractive index of water are temperature-dependent in the THz region and the tissues (particularly cancerous ones) contain a large amount of interstitial water [6]. An infrared (IR) laser is integrated into a reflection-mode THz time-domain spectroscopic (THz-TDS) system to induce surface plasmon polaritons on the nanoparticles, thereby increasing the temperature of water in the tissue containing the nanoparticle contrast. A highly sensitive THz reflection signal was observed in tissues incorporated with nanoparticles under the IR light. Moreover, a strong image contrast was obtained between tissues with and without nanoparticle contrast in the differential THz image [3].

However, THz-TDS systems were adopted in former THz molecular imaging techniques [2-5]. The system compositions for generation and coherent detection of THz pulses are rather complex for practical applications, especially for real-time monitoring of surgical processes in the operating room. Furthermore, a pixel-by-pixel imaging strategy is required to detect THz pulses and achieve sufficient IR laser intensity for exciting surface plasmon polaritons on the nanoparticles. The imaging speed with this approach is too low for practical applications. In addition, the THz pulses can be strongly absorbed by water vapor in the air for the high power absorption of water in the adopted THz region (0.1-3 THz) [6].

In this study, we propose a low-cost, simple, and stable SPIOs enhanced continuous-THz-wave imaging method. An alternative magnetic field generation equipment is integrated into a 0.2-THz reflective continuous-THz-wave imaging system, which enables real-time focal-plane imaging. The temperature of water around the SPIOs increases under the application of the alternative magnetic field. The refractive index and power absorption of water change significantly at 0.2 THz [6], which enhances the measurement sensitivity dramatically. Furthermore, the power absorption of water at 0.2 THz is relatively small [6], which is beneficial for practical application. To test the feasibility of this imaging method, the SPIO water solutions were used to simulate the THz response from cells after endocytosis of SPIOs.

Higher water temperature was achieved with higher SPIO solution density and alternative magnetic field strength, which generated a stronger reflected THz signal from the SPIO solution. The focal-plane THz imaging results demonstrated that the THz reflection images from water with and without SPIOs were nearly identical. Nevertheless, the image of water with SPIOs increased in brightness upon alternative magnetic field application when compared with the THz-only image, whereas there was almost no change in water without SPIOs. Furthermore, a surprising result emerged as regards the difference between the images before and after exposure to the alternative magnetic field.
The differential image of water without SPIOs was almost indecipherable, while a clear contrast was observed in the image of water with SPIOs.

From these results, we can conclude that the SPIO water solution can be differentiated (as indicated by the very high contrast) from the solution without SPIOs upon application of the alternative magnetic field. These preliminary results suggest that highly sensitive THz imaging for cancer diagnosis can be achieved with SPIO contrast agents. In addition, the demarcation of cancerous tumors can be identified as the differential signal and relative reflection changes emerging when phase-conjugated SPIOs are specifically targeted at the tumor. The in vivo THz imaging study of cancer with phase-conjugated SPIOs based on the proposed technique will be conducted in the near future. The method offers the advantages of low cost and simplicity of operation, and it is particularly suitable for real-time imaging applications. We believe that our proposed contrast-enhanced continuous-THz imaging modality can facilitate cancer diagnosis and monitoring of nanoparticle drug delivery.
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Study on bionic compound eyes imaging system in field stitching method
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Utilizing the multi-axis feature in compound eyes, a bionic compound eyes imaging system with a large field of view (FOV) has been investigated in this paper. Comparing with traditional compound eyes, this system used to target detection and recognition overcomes the defects of short sighting distance and small aperture. According to the sub-eye’s focal length, its detector size and the required FOV of compound eye imaging system, the distribution periodic and arrangement positions of sub-eye systems have been determined so that compound eye imaging system has no blind area. The imaging system designed in this method is consisted of 31 subsystems with different resolutions, the largest FOV reach at 53.9°, the maximum and minimum angular resolution are 0.006° and 0.017° respectively. As shown in the imaging results of the experimental prototype with 13 sub-eye systems, the blind area is non-existent, the situation of field overlapping is consistent with simulation result by LightTools. It is verified that the design of bionic compound eye imaging system with 31 components is available. The field stitching method can be as a theoretical guide for bionic compound eye system design.
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Laser Doppler flowmetry and spectroscopy methods in assessment of microvascular and metabolic complications in diabetes
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According to the International Diabetes Federation (IDF), the problem of early diagnosis of diabetes mellitus (DM) and its complications is one of the most acute in modern healthcare. Decreased perfusion, oxygen delivery and consumption are among the most important factors. The skin is easily amenable to research using various optical diagnostic methods that give an idea of the physiology and various pathologies of tissues. In this study a joint application of the laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF), fluorescence spectroscopy and diffuse reflectance spectroscopy methods was suggested. The aim of this work was to investigate the possibilities of optical non-invasive diagnostic methods in determining of microcirculatory and oxygen metabolism disorders in patients with DM.

Experimental studies of healthy volunteers and patients with DM were conducted. Two study protocols were used. The first part of the study involved 4 stages: registration of a basic test of LDF-record for a 4 min period, registration of a local cold test (t=25 °C) and a local heating test (t=35 °C) for a 4 min each, registration of a local heating test (t=42 °C) for a 10 min. During each stage a pair of fluorescence spectra were registered (excitation wavelengths are 365 and 450 nm). The optical probe was installed on the dorsal surface of the foot on a point located on a plateau between the 1st and 2nd metatarsals. Before the beginning of each study at the specified point registration of the spectra of skin diffuse reflection was carried out by a compact spectrometer “FLAME” (Ocean Optics, USA). In addition, for patients with visible trophic disorders such as ulcers, spectra were recorded directly at ulcers and at one centimetre from ulcers (at the intact region). The next part of the study included another sequence of temperature effects. The study was conducted in three stages. Namely, they are follow: registration of the LDF-record and fluorescence signal in basal condition for 8 min, local cooling to 10 °C for 1 min and then local heating to 35 °C for 4 min. Parameter registration was not performed until the achievement of specified temperature. The optical probe was installed into the hole of Peltier element intended for thermal tests. Studies were carried out on the feet in places with glabrous and nonglabrous skin.

The result of the study revealed that the rate of the perfusion upon heating to 35 and 42 degrees for patients are statistically smaller (Im3 = 6.74±2.70 PU; Im4 = 11.89±3.71 PU) compared to control group (Im3 = 9.44±3.28 PU; Im4 = 20.12±4.35 PU), that may indicate insufficient re-regulation of blood-microcirculation system by mechanisms that provide vasodilation. Increased fluorescence intensity in patients in comparison to control group (3.1 ± 0.9 a.u. vs 2.2 ± 0.8 a.u. and 2.3 ± 1.1 a.u. vs 1.2 ± 0.4 a.u. upon excitation using UV and blue light, respectively). This increase in fluorescence can be due to the accumulation of advanced glycation end products that may initiate expression of collagen genes and other proteins of the capillary membrane and skin. During the research it was also discovered that the highest blood circulation was observed in patients with focal disorders (66.9 a.u.). Erythema index for patients without ulcers was higher than that of volunteers from the control group (28.7 a.u. vs 13.3 a.u.), which may indicate the presence of disorders in the peripheral circulation.

The proposed approach showed high sensitivity in the detection of peripheral blood flow and oxidative metabolism disorders. The applied methods can be used as additional non-invasive diagnostic methods in endocrinology departments for long-term monitoring of patients' condition.
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Abstract. We compare guiding properties of the two prominent silica-based anti-resonant hollow-core fiber concepts (negative curvature of the core/cladding boundary and nodeless capillary structure) for operating in the wavelength range 600 – 2400 nm. The transmission spectra and fundamental mode profiles were calculated and measured for both mentioned fiber designs.

1. Introduction

Hollow core fibers (HCFs) based on the anti-resonant guiding mechanism have been attracting much attention to their unique optical properties and potential interdisciplinary applications including highly efficient laser-matter interaction [1], ultra-short pulse delivery [2], pulse compression [3] and low-loss mid-infrared transmission [4]. There are several types of HCFs having either a typical photonic crystal cladding, Kagome lattice or a single cycle of capillaries around the core. In latter case it was shown that anti-resonant properties depend strongly on the core size and the shape of the core-cladding boundary [5].

In this paper, we demonstrate capabilities of the two prominent silica-based HCF concepts (negative curvature of the core boundary [6] and nodeless tube lattice structure [7]) to perform low-loss transmission both in the near- and mid-infrared spectral regions.

2. Fiber properties

Two different types of HCFs were fabricated using the conventional stack-and-draw technique.

The first fiber was designed from eight touching capillaries providing the octagonal shape of the core (Sample 1) and was characterized by the core diameter of 52 µm, outer diameter of 200 µm and a wall thickness at the core boundary ∼ 1.5 µm. The negative curvature of the core/cladding boundary was obtained by putting an excess gas pressure inside capillaries during the drawing process. Using the FEM simulation, it was determined that the fiber localizes the fundamental mode mostly in the core area. The second fiber had the nodeless capillary structure (Sample 2) with the core diameter of 46 µm, outer diameter of 130 µm and a wall thickness at the core boundary ∼ 2.0 µm. The fiber was produced from six non-touching capillaries placed inside the base tube. As in the first case, the gas pressure was controlled carefully in order to keep all capillaries separately from each other.
Figure 1. Measured transmission spectra of the octagonal-core negative curvature (a) and nodeless capillary structure (b) HCFs. Inset: microscope image of the fabricated fibers.

Measured transmission spectra of the octagonal-core negative curvature (a) and nodeless capillary structure (b) HCFs. Inset: microscope image of the fabricated fibers. The transmission spectra of the fibers (Fig. 1) were measured by passing light from the tungsten halogen lamp through the samples of 35 cm long. The output signal were registered by three optical spectrometers operating in wavelength regions of 600 – 1000 nm (Thorlabs CCS200), 900 – 1700 nm (YOKOGAWA AQ6370C), 1000 – 2500 nm (Avantes AvaSpec-NIR256-TEC).

As can be seen on Fig. 1, Sample A has transmission windows at wavelength of 1000/1250/1600/2150 nm and Sample B – at 1050/1300/1600/2200 nm. The mid-infrared window for Sample B is larger and more pronounced in terms of relative transmission due to the larger thickness of silica walls at the core/cladding boundary. In addition, the Sample B is predicted to be practically single-mode at the wavelength 2.45 µm (applicable with the Cr2+:ZnSe laser source [8]) as the losses of the most competitive higher-order modes (LP11, LP21, LP02 and LP31) tend to be above 1 dB/m.

3. Conclusions

In summary, two types of silica-based anti-resonant hollow-core fibers (negative curvature of the core/cladding boundary and nodeless capillary structure) with the core size ~ 50 µm were designed and implemented. The transmission spectra of the fibers within the wavelength range 600 – 2400 nm were measured. The fiber with the nodeless capillary structure performed better mid-infrared transmission due to the thicker silica wall at the core/cladding boundary.
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Application and possibilities of fluorescence spectroscopy method for intraoperative analysis of abdominal cavity organs tissues during minimally invasive interventions
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Currently, the number of patients with malignant tumors of hepatopancreatoduodenal area is growing. These pathologies have high level of complications and mortality and are hard to be detected at early stages. This is one of the most important problems of surgery of the abdominal cavity due to the high level of complications and mortality. Currently, the minimally invasive interventions are becoming more widespread as a main method of treatment of various pathologies of the abdominal organs. In this regard, there is a necessity to develop and implement new diagnostic methods and criteria for more detailed monitoring of the tissues state during treatment.

Optical non-invasive diagnostic methods are becoming widespread in clinical practice. One of them is fluorescence spectroscopy (FS). This method is based on analyzing the autofluorescence specters of endogenous fluoroforesin biological tissues induced with optical radiation [1,2]. It is known that one of consequences of cells functioning violation are changes in a respiratory chain of mitochondria, which result in changes in accumulation of NADH and FAD coenzymes. Oncological processes can also be accompanied by structural changes in collagen fibers in the hollow organs stroma. Potentially, all these changes can be assessed in vivo by means of the FS method [3].

Thus, the aim of this work is to study the possibility of applying fluorescence spectroscopy to assess metabolic activity of the abdominal cavity organs tissues in diseases of hepatopancreatoduodenal area.

Experimental measurements were conducted using the fluorescence channel of specially designed fiber-optic system with a laparoscopic optical probe (SPE "LAZMA" Ltd, Russia). A 365 nm and 450 nm radiation sources were used for fluorescence excitation. A total of 25 patients of Orel Regional Clinical Hospital department of X-ray-surgical methods of diagnosis and treatment aged 66±10 years were engaged in the research. Areas of interest were distal and proximal parts on common bile duct, neck, body and fundus of gallbladder, wall and cavity of hepatic abscess and pancreas. Fluorescence spectra were recorded during primary and repeated minimally invasive interventions.

As a result, fluorescence spectra for each excitation wavelength and each area were obtained and normalized to the backscattered source signal. Processing of the data has shown that intensity of fluorescence and backscattered radiation can greatly vary in different areas of interest. It was observed in different points of one area as well. A number of factors causes it: the state and kind of tissue changes, the phase development of pathological processes, the stage of treatment, the presence of blood, pus and other substances. The differences with respect to the healthy tissues were associated with the presence of tumour or inflammation.

Thus, the results of the work show that fluorescence spectroscopy can be used for assessing the state of tissues during minimally invasive interventions in vivo. Obtained data show high sensitivity of this method to a number of factors. That way, there is a necessity to conduct further research to determine the influence of each factor on obtained spectra. It will allow to interpret the results more properly and to develop new diagnostic criteria for the study and treatment of hepatopancreatoduodenal organs pathologies.
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Diabetes mellitus is a group of metabolic diseases characterized by hyperglycemia resulting from defects in insulin secretion, insulin action, or both [1]. There is a direct relationship between the level of glucose in the blood of patients with diabetes and the probability of developing complications of the disease [2]. Accurate and efficient assessment of blood glucose concentration is critical in clinical management of many pathological conditions in human population.

One of the most important benefits of terahertz spectroscopy methods is the possibility of non-invasive analysis of biological samples [3]. Transmission mode of spectroscopy is common way for collecting data about easy extractable media. On the one hand transmission mode of medium analysis provides accurate results, but can be unsuitable for completely non-invasive investigation of biological tissues and fluids [4,5]. On the other hand, reflection mode of spectroscopy cannot be used for direct blood optical measurement due to the location of blood below the surface of the human body. Moreover, THz reflected signal considerably weakened due to the water contained in the skin layer. Despite this, capillary blood located in fingers’ nail beds may be investigated through the nails in the reflection mode.

In this paper we present the results of THz spectra measurements of nails and whole blood samples with different glucose concentration. Our THz spectrometer has been described previously [4,5]. We investigated the frequency dispersions of complex refractive index (\(\eta_{\text{real}}\) and \(\eta_{\text{imag}}\)), absorption coefficient (\(\alpha\)), penetration depth (\(L\)) complex permittivity (\(\varepsilon_{\text{real}}\) and \(\varepsilon_{\text{imag}}\)) in the frequency range of 0.2 to 2.0THz. Analysis of the experimental spectra was performed by comparing spectra of biological samples with a Debye model of the dielectric function of water.

Observed results highlight the prospective of the described technique use for medical diagnosis of diabetes.
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